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Abstract–As part of a program to investigate the feasibility of
proton computed tomography, the most likely path (MLP) of
protons inside an absorber was measured in a beam experiment
using a silicon strip detector set-up with high position and
angular resolution. The locations of 200 MeV protons were
measured at three different absorber depth of PMMA (3.75, 6.25
and 12.5 cm) and binned in terms of the displacement and exit
angle measured behind the absorber. The observed position
distributions were compared to theoretical predictions showing
that the location of the protons can be predicted with an
accuracy of better than 0.5mm.

I. INTRODUCTION
radiation therapy is one of the most precise forms of
Pnon-invasive
image-guided cancer therapy. It is based on
ROTON

the well defined range of protons in material, with low
entrance dose, a dose maximum (“Bragg peak”) and a rapid
distal dose fall-off, providing better sparing of healthy tissue
and allowing higher tumor doses than conventional radiation
therapy with photons. At present, the potentials of proton
therapy cannot be fully exploited because the conversion of
Hounsfield values, measured with x-ray computed
tomography (CT), to relative electron density values is not
always accurate [1]. The resulting uncertainties can lead to
range errors from several millimeters up to more than 1 cm
depending on the anatomical region treated. Additional
uncertainties exist with respect to the target position relative to
normal tissues in the treatment room that could be minimized
by using proton CT for guiding the therapy. The long-term
goal of our project is to develop the capability to use proton
CT (pCT) instead of x-ray CT to minimize these uncertainties.
We plan to test the hypothesis that a proton CT system based
on single-particle tracking can provide electron density maps
for proton treatment planning and dose verification that are
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more accurate and at least as dose-efficient as electron density
maps obtained with kV x-ray CT. In particular, we
hypothesize that the range uncertainty of protons in the brain
can be minimized from the current value of 3-10 mm, to 1-3
mm.
Previous work reviewed in [2] and our own preliminary
studies [3-9] indicate that proton CT based on tracking of
individual protons traversing an object from many different
directions and measuring their energy loss and scattering
angle may yield accurate reconstructions of electron density
maps with good density and spatial resolution, despite the
fundamental limitation of multiple Coulomb scattering
(MCS).
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN X-RAY CT AND PROTON CT
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MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE AND LIMITATIONS

The requirement to measure single protons leads to the
following conceptual design of the pCT scanner [8]: the
proton locations and directions at the entrance and exit of the
phantom/patient are measured each with a telescopes
consisting of two x-y planes of silicon detectors. The energy is
measured in a hodoscopic array of calorimeter crystals.
Details are given in Ref. [8].
The challenge of proton-by-proton pCT can be evaluate by
a comparison with its established alternative, x-ray CT. This is
shown in Table I. We have encouraging results in essentially
all critical challenges shown in Table I. While x-ray CT uses a
statistical evaluation of the absorption via the Photoelectric
and Compton effects, pCT measures the energy loss of
individual protons. In previous studies we showed high

contrast imaging using 140 MeV protons [3]. The dose is
proportional to the square of energy resolution, thus
mandating good energy determination. In addition to the
energy resolution of the calorimeter, the energy resolution is
limited by the natural energy straggling, which in 20 cm water
is about 1-2%. Thus good energy resolution of better than 1%
in the energy range from 100 to 200 MeV is required, and our
results indicate that it can be achieved with crystals like CsI
[9]. A detection of individual protons requires a data
acquisition system capable of recording particle rates in
excess of 1 MHz. We have developed such a system for the
readout of silicon strip detectors [10]. The curved trajectories
of the protons inside the phantom create difficulties for the
image reconstruction as well, and instead of a straightforward
filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm, a layer-by-layer deconvolution has been employed [11], [12].
In contrast to x-rays, which either transverse the phantom
unchanged or are absorbed, allowing the reconstruction
algorithm to deal with straight lines between the source and
the detector, protons are undergoing MCS, which changes the
direction depending on the amount of material traversed and
the energy. This behavior is well understood [13] and allows
reconstructing the most likely path (MLP) inside the absorber
when the entrance and exit trajectories are measured external
to the absorber. The exact behavior of the MLP as a function
of material, depth, and displacement and scattering angle has
been theoretically derived in [6] but needs to be verified
experimentally.
Thus all challenges in the last column of Table I have been
met with the exception of the experimental verification of the
theoretical MLP prediction in the absorber (phantom, patient),
the object of our beam experiment, described in detail below.
III. MOST LIKELY PATH
The theoretical MLP prediction and associated one sigma and
2-sigma envelopes [6] uses the well established Gaussian
approximation of multiple scattering theory [13]. Fig. 1 shows
predicted trajectories, indicating that the MLP depends
strongly both on displacement and exit angle [6]. One can see
that for typical MLPs the expected uncertainty is of the order
of 300 µm. The objective of the tracking studies presented
here was to verify the theoretical predictions by tracking
individual protons inside a segmented absorber.

Fig. 1. Representative examples of MLPs including one- and 2-sigma
envelopes of 200 MeV protons inside 20 cm of water [6].

IV. BEAM EXPERIMENT RESULTS: TRACKING THE MOST
LIKELY PATH
A beam experiment with 200MeV protons was performed
at the Loma Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC)
synchrotron. The protons of 200 MeV energy were tracked
with silicon strip detectors used before in the 1997 GLAST
beam test [14]. In addition, a CsI calorimeter crystal provided
energy measurement and a trigger for readout of the Si
detector system.
A. Experimental set-up
The set-up consisted of x-y silicon modules used as
entrance and exit telescope, and a CsI calorimeter (Fig. 2).
The distance between the Si planes and the calorimeter was
fixed during the runs. The set-up was flexible in that it
allowed for insertion of 10 absorber plates (1.25 cm PMMA
each) and a roving module between the telescopes. The
following basic configurations were used: a) beam
diagnostics, with two x-y planes both in entrance and exit
telescopes, no absorber, b) MLP determination, with one
entrance x-y plane and a roving plane between entrance and
two exit Si planes. In the latter configuration, data were taken
both without absorber (to check the alignment), and with
absorber to map out the MLP at different depths within the
PMMA stack with the roving module.

Fig. 2. Experimental layout: the 200MeV proton beam enters from left, is
analyzed in the entrance telescope, passes through the segmented absorber (12
pieces of PMMA of 1.25 cm thickness each, and is again analyzed in the exit
telescope before being stopped in the crystal. For beam diagnostic tests, the
PMMA is removed and for MLP determination one of the entrance telescope
planes is employed as a roving module.

For runs with absorber in place, the first entrance module
was removed and inserted at various depths within the PMMA
stack to act as the roving module. The three different locations
of the roving module at 3.75 cm, 6.25 cm and 12.5 cm depth
of PMMA, are shown in Fig. 3. The beam diagnostic
configuration allowed measuring the entrance location and
angle of the protons, i.e. the beam size and beam spread, while
the MLP determination set-up measured only the entrance
location and not the entrance angle of the proton. Since the
MCS angle turned out to be much larger than the beam spread,
this was an acceptable solution.

Fig. 3. Sketch of the three locations of the roving silicon module within the
absorber stack (3.75 cm, 6.25 cm and 12.5 cm of PMMA, corresponding to z
coordinates 6, 9 and 15cm).

B. Beam Characteristics
We measured the characteristics of the 200 MeV proton
beam and found a correlation between angle and position in
both the horizontal and vertical directions, indicating a focus
at about 5 m upstream. The beam divergence was of the order
of 5 mrad. This beam spread is much smaller than the
expected MCS angle of about 50 mrad, within the stack of
PMMA plates, so that there was no need to measure the
entrance angle for mapping out the MLP. Instead, a dispersion
correction based on the measured entrance position was
applied in lieu of the entrance angle measurement. Since the
silicon strips provided a position resolution of the order of 80
µm and therefore a good angular resolution (of the order of
0.003 rad) we expect that the beam divergence is the practical
limit of our experimental resolution.

Fig. 4. Horizontal entrance angle vs. horizontal entrance position of the
protons, both measured in number of strips. The beam spread is about 5 strips,
corresponding to about 5 mrad. There is a clear dispersion, which can be
explained with a “fuzzy” focal plane at an upstream distance of about 5 m.

C. Test of Multiple Coulomb Scattering Characteristics
The coordinates of the individual protons were transformed
such that their entrance position and (inferred) direction was
along the z-axis. Thus the x-y locations in the roving module
and the exit telescope were expressed as the displacements
relative to the initial proton direction, against which the exit
angle was measured. The spread of the displacements at the

three different locations of the roving module YRMSMCS
depends on the amount of absorber traversed and can be
predicted by the Gaussian approximation of the MCS theory
[13] . In addition the spread in the initial beam direction
mentioned above caused an additional spread in
displacements, YRMSbeam, which was determined by taking data
without absorber. We expect that the observed YRMSob is the
square root of the quadratic sum of these two contributions.
In Table II we show the spread in the displacements as a
function of the absorber depth. We find good agreement
within 10-20%, indicating that the experimental spread is
sufficiently explained by the beam characteristics and MCS.
Thus, the intrinsic resolution of the instrument did not
contribute significantly to the spread.
TABLE II
MEASURED AND PREDICTED SPREAD OF THE LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS IN THE
ROVING MODULES AT DIFFERENT ABSORBER DEPTHS
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D. Most likely path as a function of the exit displacement
and angle
With the absorber present, the exit displacement with respect
to the entrance position and the exit angle were highly
correlated because individual scattering events contribute both
to the exit angle and the lateral displacement. The MLP
analysis then correlates the position in the roving module
(relative to the entrance position) with the exit displacement
and angle. From Fig. 1 one expects a positive correlation
between the lateral displacement in the roving module and the
displacement, and a negative correlation between the position
in the roving module and the exit angle.
The positions in the roving module are determined for bins
in the displacement, where 5 strip width (~ 1.2 mm) is a
realistic lower limit due to the beam spread mentioned before.
This is shown in Fig. 5, where the position in the roving
module at 7.5 cm depth is shown as a function of exit
displacement, and as a function of exit angle for
displacements between 2 and 4 mm. The expected correlations
are indeed observed. The comparison between the measured
displacements in the roving modules located at different
depths within the absorber and the prediction of the MLP is
shown in Fig. 6 for a few selected exit displacements. The
data is binned in bins of 2 strips (= 472 µm) in exit
displacement and averaged over all exit angles. The MLP
prediction is then calculated for the means in displacement
and angle.

b)

a)

Fig. 5. Correlation between the displacement observed in the roving plane
(vertical scale in cm) and exit parameters: on the horizontal scale: a) the
displacement at the end of the absorber (in cm) and b) the exit angle (in rad)
for the displacements between 0.2 and 0.4 cm.

Displacement [cm]

This can only be a first step and has to be followed up by a
procedure where the MLP is calculated for every proton and
then averaged over, and a Monte Carlo study, including all
instrument and beam effects. The experimental data are shown
with their RMS variations.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the displacement measured at the entrance, in the
roving plane at different absorber depths and the absorber exit for 4 different
exit displacements with the analytical calculation of the most likely path MLP
(open symbols: the size of the symbol is close to the MLP spread). The
absorber depth includes the ~1.5 cm free space in front of the roving plane.
The external parameters used are: exit displacement bins of 500 µm and all
angles accepted. At 7.5 cm depth, the MLP predicts a one sigma band of 380
µm, while the measurement has an RMS = 490 µm, due to the beam finite
spread.

It is encouraging that at this level, the prediction of the MLP
is verified by the data within less than 200 µm, much less than

the experimental spreads. Moreover, the apparent increasing
systematic disagreement between the experimental means and
the MLP predictions for larger exit displacements can be
explained by the fact that the roving modules are preceded and
followed by a ~1.5 cm long space without absorber, which is
not described in the MLP prediction and causes the MLP
prediction to be underestimated by up to 200 µm,
E. Spreads in the Displacement Distributions within the
Absorber
There are three different effects that can influence the
spread in the roving modules. As mentioned before, the finite
beam spread influences the spread of the experimental
distributions. This has to be simulated with a full Monte Carlo
program. Another is the bin size of the exit displacement
selected. The third is introduced when defining the exit angle.
TABLE III
MEASURED SPREAD IN THE ROVING MODULES IN CM AS A FUNCTION OF EXIT
BIN WIDTH IN NUM BER OF STRIPS

z [cm]
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Both the experimental spreads and the expected MLP
spread are constant at a constant roving location for all
displacements at the absorber exit. The spreads in the roving
modules as a function of exit displacement bin size are shown
in Table III. For comparison, the spreads of the MLP are
shown. The results indicate that for the present data where the
input angle is not measured and the data are averaged over the
beam spread, the spreads do not improve at smaller exit
displacement bin widths than about 5 strips (= 1.18mm), as
expected from the observed beam spread.
A marked reduction of the spread of the displacement in the
roving module was observed when the information provided
by the exit angle was used. Fig. 7 shows the measured mean
displacement in the roving module at different absorber depths
for an exit displacement of 2 mm, for three small bins of exit
angles at the mean and the mean ± 1 angle sigma. The selected
exit angles are within ± 0.0036 rad of the selected means. The
means of the displacements in the roving modules separate on
the level of 100 – 200 µm. The achieved spreads in
displacements within the absorber as a function of the angular
selection are shown in Table IV. The spreads are independent
of the exit displacement selected, and show a remarkable
improvement when the angle is selected.

0.25

0.018 rad
0.036 rad
0.00 rad

0.2
Displacement [cm]

inside the absorber to better than 0.5 mm. This number is
expected to improve when the effect of the beam divergence is
eliminated with a measurement of the entrance angle of the
proton.
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